Certain inflationary models as well as realisations of phase transitions in the early Universe predict the formation of primordial black holes. For most mass ranges, the fraction of matter in the form of primordial black holes is limited by many different observations on various scales. Primordial black holes are assumed to be formed when overdensities that cross the horizon have Schwarzschild radii larger than the horizon. Traditionally it was therefore assumed that primordial black-hole masses were equal to the horizon mass at their time of formation. However, detailed calculations of their collapse show that primordial black holes formed at each point in time should rather form a spectrum of different masses, obeying critical scaling. Though this has been known for more than fifteen years, the effect of this scaling behaviour is largely ignored when considering predictions for primordial black hole mass spectra. In this paper we consider the critical collapse scaling for a variety of models which produce primordial black holes, and find that it generally leads to a shift, broadening and an overall decrease of the mass contained in primordial black holes. This effect is model and parameter dependent and cannot be contained by a constant rescaling of the spectrum; it can become important and should be taken into account when comparing to observational constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Black holes could have formed in a primordial cosmological era from the gravitational collapse of density fluctuations δ = (ρ −ρ)/ρ on top of the mean energy densityρ, shortly after a phase of accelerated expansion called inflation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] (for more recent reviews see [9, 10] ). At such early times, most of the mean energy density of the Universe presumably stems from radiation. Formation of such primordial black holes (PBHs) [11] [12] [13] (see [14, 15] for a recent reviews) could arise when a critical threshold δ c is exceeded such that the radiation pressure, acting as a counter force to gravity, cannot prevent the collapse anymore.
Primordial black holes, if existent, could have observational implications for current and ongoing surveys, for example through their gravitational interactions or because of their evaporation via Hawking radiation (T Hawking ∼ 1/M ) [16, 17] . In certain mass ranges, primordial black holes could even make up (parts of) the not yet identified cold dark matter [18] , but constraints arising from the standard model of cosmology limit this possibility drastically [14, 19] . For example, constraints from the Big Bang nucleosynthesis, arising from entropy limits -or limits on the abundance in light elements, constrain the abundant primordial black-hole masses in the range between 10 6 − 10 13 g [20] . Primordial black holes with masses less than 10 15 g would have already evaporated by the present time, due to Hawking radiation, and the effects of their evaporation might have been observable had they existed in sufficient abundance. Specifically, if primordial black holes with a mass of about 10 15 g had existed in sufficient abundance, we would measure an excess of photons with energy of about 100 MeV today, which is not observed in the γ-ray background. The non-detection of such black holes implies that their density has to be smaller than 10 −8 times the critical density [14] . There are various other mechanisms which observationally constrain the mass range of primordial black holes. An overview of observational limits can be found in Ref. [14] (cf. Fig. 9 therein) . For more recent constraints that stem from the capture of primordial black holes by white dwarfs and neutron stars see Refs. [21] [22] [23] .
All production mechanisms for primordial black holes have one essential feature in common, that is the appearance of critical phenomena, a fact established through state-of-the-art general relativistic numerical computations [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . When sufficiently large fluctuations (re-)enter the particle horizon (r H ∼ t) and collapse to a black hole, one could naïvely expect that the black hole mass should be of the same order as the mass associated with the current horizon patch; this associated horizon mass is roughly M H 5 × 10 4 M t[s] (cf. [14] ). Most of such large fluctuations will be close to the critical threshold δ c , because even larger fluctuations are in the tail of the (almost) Gaussian distribution of primordial density fluctuations, and thus suppressed. General relativistic numerical computations performed in the literature modeled the collapse of a relativistic (and for some cases specifically a perfect) fluid, which is supposably the continuum description of the considered primordial black-hole formation. These results indicated that the resulting black hole mass distribution function does not peak at the horizon mass, but instead exhibits a spectrum of black hole masses. Consider any one-parameter family p (e.g., the density contrast) of regular asymptotically flat initial data such that the space-time becomes flat if p < p c and forms a black hole for p > p c . Then, near the critical threshold p c , the mass spectrum of black holes obeys the following scaling law,
where M H is the associated horizon mass, k is a dimensionless constant and the critical exponent γ is universal with respect to the initial data (for a recent review see e.g. [29] ). It is evident from this scaling law that black holes with arbitrarily small masses can be created.
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When the critical-scaling behaviour in the formation of primordial black holes was first discovered and explored [24, 25] , its implications on mass distributions near monochromatic spectra was considered and compared to broader mass spectra with no critical collapse [30, 31] . At the time, highly peaked spectra for the primordial black holes was what was mostly considered and hence the effect of critical collapse scaling was thought to be roughly degenerate with more realistic initial mass spectra. In the literature, therefore, with notable exceptions such as [32] , one mostly approximates the primordial black-hole mass to be identical with the horizon mass -or one simply scales the overall spectrum by some constant. Both approaches yield a specific functional form for the predictions of β in any given model. Crucially, as we shall show in this work, using instead a spectrum of primordial black-hole masses consistent with the critical collapse as given by Eq. (1), the resulting fractional density β gets shifted. Neglecting that shift of β could change the observational consequences tremendously for certain models predicting primordial black holes, since some constraints are very sharply located in mass space (cf. Fig. 9 in Ref. [14] ). Hence in the most extreme scenarios, models could be ruled out or favoured again because of that shift. For instance if a model predicts a high abundance around a mass range where some masses are highly constrained and there is a sharp transition to a much less constrained region, the shift of the spectrum towards lower masses due to critical collapse may move the entire spectrum of primordial black holes from an unconstrained region to a constrained region or vice versa.
Though most standard models for inflation do not predict primordial black-hole production, several viable models of inflation still predict a possible abundance in primordial black holes. In this paper we will study the effect of the critical collapse scaling (1) on the mass distribution functions of the primordial black holes of three such models: running-mass inflation [33] , hybrid inflation [34] , and axion-like curvaton inflation [35] . Apart from some inflationary models, there are other mechanisms in the early Universe which could produce primordial black holes, amongst them are phase transitions (e.g., [36] ) for which we shall also investigate how the mass distribtution function of primordial black holes is affected. Specifically, first-order phase transitions are usually accompanied with a change in pressure (or more precisely the speed of sound with which pressure is mediated), which could imply that the threshold δ c for primordial black-hole formation is (suddenly) reduced when the pressure decreases. Alternatively, formation due to phase transitions could also arise without any prior inhomogeneities, for example from so-called bubble collisions, domain walls or cosmic strings (see [14] and references therein), but in this paper we shall not investigate such alternative scenarios. This paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II we will introduce the critical collapse of primordial black holes in some greater detail, focusing mainly on what we have used to account for this in the different models. In Sec. III we will briefly review the specific models and study the effects of critical collapse to the produced mass spectra for primordial black holes in each of them. Finally, we give a Summary and Outlook in Sec. IV.
II. CRITICAL COLLAPSE
While it might appear reasonable to assume that once sufficiently large overdensities re-enter the horizon they immediately collapse to a black hole of horizon mass M H , a more refined treatment of the collapse exhibits a so-called critical scaling spectrum for the primordial black-hole mass distribution M [24, [37] [38] [39] of the form [cf. Eq. (1)]
where δ > δ c . The constant k, the threshold δ c as well as the critical exponent γ depend on the specific fluid the overdensity δ is re-entering into [28] . Besides the mentioned theoretical considerations on the critical collapse, there have been in-depth numerical confirmations [26] [27] [28] 40] (cf. in particular Fig. 1 of Ref. [27] for justifying the above scaling law). Right after the discovery of the critical collapse of primordial black holes in the 1990s [24, 25] , this effect was considered [30, 31] , and the conclusion was that the horizon-mass approximation was still reasonably good. Despite the fact that now more precise observational limits are available, using this approximation seems to be the general approach taken by the field (cf. the recent reviews [14, 41] ).
The topic of this paper is to reinvestigate the critical collapse, particularly in light of current observational constraints on primordial black holes. Since these constraints are partly very stringent in certain regions of the mass spectrum [14] , the changes to the mass distribution that we obtain in the subsequent section (Sec. III) should not be ignored. Instead -as we shall demonstrate in the present work -the continued use of the horizon-mass approximation turns out to be a source of potentially very large errors.
In general, the critical exponent γ seems to be independent of the concrete perturbation profile [28, 42] , though δ c and k may depend on this. Throughout this work we shall apply the Press-Schechter formalism [43] on spherical collapse (e.g. [44] ), using a Gaussian perturbation profile, i.e.
which is in good accordance with current measurements of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [45] . The quantity σ is the variance of the primordial power spectrum of density perturbations coming from the appropriate model of inflation.
In radiation domination the value of γ has been found in repeated studies to be about γ 0.36 [26-28, 37, 40] . A good approximation for δ c has been found to lie in the regime 0.41 − 0.45 [26] [27] [28] . 2 We have used the value of 0.45 where possible, however, we have also chosen other values where appropriate; either for physical reasons in the section on phase transitions (Sec. III D) or to allow for comparison with the approach taken in the literature in the case of hybrid inflation (Sec. III B). In accordance with [49] we also chose to set k = 3.3. In a realistic treatment we expect that this value for k might not be the most accurate choice, however, we expect that the general tendencies that we find will be the same. The exact values used for γ and δ c will be specified for each case.
A convenient measure of how many primordial black holes are being produced can be given by the ratio of the energy density in primordial black holes by the total energy density
Within the Press-Schechter formalism applied to black-hole formation, one can express β as [49] 
where we used σ δ c . We have numerically confirmed the validity of this approximation for our considerations. In the first line we have extended the upper integration above δ = 1, in contrast to what was done in [49] . This has been shown in Ref. [50] not to lead to a separate-Universe production. Therein the authors point out that the previous choice of this limit is in fact gauge dependent. This topic is still subject to discussion [51] , in practice, however, the integrand for large values of δ is so small that the results of taking one choice or the other are nearly equivalent. Also note that alternatively to using the Press-Schechter formalism, one could calculate the mass fraction β in terms the so-called peaks-theory approach [52] . There is some recent discussion (cf. [53] ) on whether the mentioned formalisms predict differences in the overall amplitude of β. However, the effect of critical collapse also concerns broadening and shift towards smaller masses -signatures which are distinctive for the critical scaling and should hold irrespective of the use of either the mentioned formalisms. The same holds true for the extension of the Press-Schechter formalism to solve the so-called cloud-in-cloud problem (cf. [54] ).
Following [49] we next derive the primordial black-hole initial mass function g, defined as the primordial black-hole number dn PBH per mass interval dM ,
which again holds for σ δ c , and we have defined m ≡ M/(k M H ). In deriving Eq. (6) we have made use of the Gaussian profile (3) for the amplitude of the fluctuations.
In the subsequent sections (III A-D) we apply this critical collapse to a representative set of models for production of primordial black holes. In practice the procedure we have employed to account for this is the following: We have taken the perturbation spectrum of primordial density fluctuations and binned it. Each bin then corresponds to a particular horizon mass M H and a formation time at which the horizon was of the corresponding size. For each model and parameter set, this bin has a particular value of the variance σ. For each bin we have then calculated the initial mass function g given in Eq. (6) . We have used this initial mass function and normalised it according to Eq. (5) to get the spectrum β at formation time according to critical collapse by multiplying g by the value of the mass and the mass interval. We then take into account the time evolution of the primordial black-hole (matter) density with respect to the background (radiation) energy density until matter-radiation equality. 4 In the case of ρ PBH ρ tot , β grows approximately linearly with growing scale factor. The full spectrum for the considered model is then obtained by adding the spectra for all the bins into one function. It is important to note that, here, the binning process in itself is purely a numerical tool and has no practical consequences. Though the size of the bins is used in the multiplication by the initial mass function, the effect of the particular binning is eliminated by the normalisation of it. Since what we are binning is a continuous function, we can increase the number of bins indefinitely. In practice we have increased the number of bins until we have reached convergence of the resulting mass function, so the result is in practice equal to what it would have been for a procedure done at each point. This also implies that there won't be any problem in counting isolated overdense regions (cf. the cloud-in-cloud problem [54] ). Finally, we compare the results of β to those obtained by evolving a horizon mass collapse spectrum from formation to matter-radiation equality.
III. MODELS
In this section we elaborate on the importance of the inclusion of critical collapse for various important models of primordial black-hole production. Specifically, we will show the consequences of the associated shift and broadening of the produced spectra of primordial black holes in running-mass inflation (Sec. III A), hybrid inflation (Sec. III B), axion-like curvaton inflation (Sec. III C), and first-order phase transitions (Sec. III D). These models represent along with (p)reheating and other types of coupling to particle production, the main sources of viable production of primordial black holes known at present [34] .
We stress that the aim of this article is not to investigate the most realistic parameter sets for the individual models. Rather, we demonstrate the importance of critical scaling for any model. We will show that neglecting this scaling can in certain cases result in relative errors far larger than 100 % with respect to the shape of the specific primordial black-hole abundance, e.g. in the location of its peak and height. Though the model parameters that we use are not necessarily the most realistic, we have chosen parameters comparable to or in ranges mentioned to be relevant for primordial black hole production in the various models in their considerations in the literature. Hence though the parameters may not be realistic, for the most part they will be as realistic as the parameters considered in the literature. We also note that the parameter space of multifield models of inflation could be constrained further by the bound on primordial non-Gaussianity (|f local nl | 0.001) [56] . The presence of the latter could have a significant effect on the abundance of primordial black holes and potentially overproduce isocurvature modes in the CMB which are constrained by current observations [55] . For related discussions we refer to Refs. [56] [57] [58] [59] .
The key ingredient for any model to produce primordial black holes is that it needs to generate curvature perturbations larger than some threshold value δ c at a given early time which then collapse into black holes after horizon re-entry. As the amplitude of the curvature-perturbation power spectrum at the pivot scale k = 0.002 Mpc −1 for the CMB measurements of WMAP [60] or k = 0.005 Mpc −1 for Planck [55, 61] is far too small to produce a notable abundance of primordial black holes, one needs the power spectrum to become large at an early time. For the case of a power spectrum which monotonically increases with decreasing k, the primordial black-hole abundance is largest for smallest M H . The exact value of the threshold δ c depends on the precise medium the perturbations re-enter into (cf. the discussion in the previous section, and also [27] ).
The models we are discussing in the following subsections all have in common that their power spectra have an increased amplitude feature, i.e. a bump or spike, at some small scale/high k, with the details depending on the specific model parameters. For a moderate number (three or four) of representative parameter sets, we subsequently investigate the effect of critical collapse and show how each of the spectra change.
Before going through the specifics of the mentioned models, let us briefly comment on the primordial black-hole production in preheating [62] . Here, the idea is that black holes are being produced during the inflaton decay at the end of inflation. However, as the horizon mass at that time is rather small, the associated black holes will also be, and so more or less decay right after their production, which prevents them from constituting a viable dark-matter contribution today. Their main effect will be additional heating. A large overproduction might still be in conflict with observations, and the study of primordial black hole production in preheating can thus lead to constraints on preheating models [63] . Now, as we expect that critical collapse will broaden and shift the mass distribution, the mentioned additional heating will be less effective as compared to the standard case. We leave a corresponding investigation to future work.
Primordial black-hole formation can also be triggered by interactions between the inflaton and other fields, leading to the production of non-inflaton particles during inflation [64] [65] [66] . This can then even lead to a production of primordial black holes which might still be present in the Universe today [67] . We will not consider the criticalcollapse treatment of the primordial black-hole production from these sources here, but defer their consideration to future works. However, on general grounds we will argue that bounds obtained from non-production of primordial black holes in these models may in practice change and will presumably be less stringent, when critical collapse is taken into account.
We note that the recently proposed corpuscular description of black holes on the full quantum level via Bose-Einstein condensates of gravitons [68, 69] might lead to strong constraints on the production period/mass of primordial black holes: This framework naturally predicts baryon-number conservation [70, 71] , which leads to a bound on primordial black-hole production with mass below approximately 10
. However, as it is yet to be understood what kind of objects are produced at smaller masses instead, and how they possibly constitute dark matter, we will focus on investigating how the critical collapse alters the classical results on the primordial black-hole production, and leave the mentioned corpuscular studies for future work.
A. Running-Mass Inflation
Primordial black-hole formation in the running-mass model [72, 73] has been intensively studied in amongst other works [33, 74, 75] (cf. also [76] for a discussion on constraints). 5 The perhaps simplest realisation may be expressed through the inflationary potential
with the constant V 0 , and the scalar field φ. There exists a plethora of embeddings of this model in various frameworks such as hybrid inflation [77] for instance, which lead to different specific functions m φ (φ). These yield distinct expressions for the primordial density power spectra whose variance can be recast into the general form [33] :
where the spectral indices n(k) and n s (k) are given by
with real parameters a, b, and c. The terms multiplied by a are referred to as "running" terms, those multiplied by b are called "running-of-running", and the c terms are dubbed "running-of-running-of-running". The expansion is in principle infinite to account for any functional form of the running at any value of k, however here we chose to consider a model that includes only the first few terms so as to compare with what has been done in [33] extending their analysis with one extra order as will be explained below.
As the spectral index and amplitude of the primordial power spectrum at the pivot scale k = 0.002 Mpc −1 have been measured to be n s (k ) ≈ 0.96 < 1 and P(k ) = O(10 −9 ), respectively [55, 60, 61] , models without running certainly cannot produce primordial black holes in any notable abundance. Furthermore, with the measurement of a = 0.003 ± 0.007 1 [55] , running alone is not enough to give a sufficient increase of the power spectrum at early times. Hence one needs at least to include a running-of-running term (which is only weakly constrained: b 0.02±0.02 [55, 61] ). Figure 1 shows the ratio β for four of these cases (cf. its figure caption for information about the respective parameters). In this Figure, exceptionally, we do not plot β at the time of radiation-matter equality (as we do in all the other cases), but rather at the time of primordial black-hole formation. The reason being that, although basically any desired abundance of primordial black holes of a specific mass can be generated, due to the monotonic nature of β, there will always be an enormous over-production of small black holes. This inevitably violates respective bounds on their abundance [14] and there is no need to time-evolve the results to equality. In the treatment of the topic in [33] , this overproduction at small scales is not considered as their aim is to show that sufficiently many large primordial black holes can be produced to account for the dark matter present in our Universe. However, the bounds on these very small primordial black holes are very severe [14] , and should not be neglected, especially as this can be done within the same scheme as we will show below.
In order for the power spectrum (and hence β) to prevent this overproduction of small primordial black holes, one needs to include higher orders (than the second order) in the expansions (9a,b). Figure 2 shows the effect of the inclusion of running-of-running-of-running on β at the time of matter-radiation equality ("Eq"). The dashed lines depict the influence of critical collapse. As expected, we observe a shift towards lower masses as well as a broadening with respect to the horizon-mass case. The associated areas are approximately cut in half.
B. Hybrid Inflation
Hybrid inflation is a two-field inflationary framework, which was first introduced by Andrei Linde in 1993 [77] . It generically describes the situation in which inflation ends in a rapid rolling ("waterfall") phase of one scalar field, which is triggered by the other one.
When sufficiently large curvature perturbations, which produce primordial black holes (in standard hybrid-inflation), re-enter shortly after the end of inflation, their masses are relatively low, i.e. O(10 −29 M ), such that they cannot constitute a significant fraction of dark matter today. Here we re-investigate a recently proposed scenario by Clesse and García-Bellido [34] using similar parameters. Therein, inflation ends with a mild waterfall phase which typically lasts for dozens of e-folds, yielding a possible production of primordial black holes on mass ranges up to about O(10 2 M ), where the width of the associated spectra can span several orders of magnitude, depending on the specific model parameters.
We introduce the mentioned model, following [34] , and specify the two-field potential:
with µ 1 3 × 10 5 M Pl and µ 2 10 M Pl , leading to
where the ratio k φc /k is determined assuming instantaneous reheating and solving the two-field dynamics such that the scalar power spectrum amplitude matches the value derived from Planck [61] . Using the above, the variance σ of curvature perturbations can be related to the power spectrum through [34] σ(k)
Here,
as well as
and the durations of the two phases are given, in terms of numbers of e-foldings, by
For a given wavenumber k, exiting the Hubble radius |N k | e-foldings before the end of inflation, the associated primordial black-hole mass when assuming horizon-mass collapse is given by [34] Figure 3 shows the ratio β at the time of matter-radiation equality, where, again, the dashed lines depict the influence of critical collapse. Just as in the running mass case (Sec. III A), we see that the curves, appart from the right-most one, shift towards lower masses when critical collapse is accounted for. This originates from Eq. (5) and becomes much more pronounced at lower masses. The relative overall amplitude in β between horizon-mass collapse and critical collapse also decreases gradually with decreasing mass.
The parameters we have considered for the models depicted in Fig. 3 are chosen to match those considered in [34] to provide easy comparison with the literature. The authors of Ref. [34] used δ c as a free parameter, which -given a set of model parameters -has been chosen such that all dark matter can consist of primordial black holes, yielding that all those values of δ c are much higher than the numerically favoured δ c ∼ 0.45.
6 Of course, in a more proper treatment one would need to take this value and then look for implications on the model parameters. However, in this subsection we follow the mentioned literature for better comparison and focus on the implication of critical collapse. This also demonstrates that the critical collapse effects such as shift, broadening and rescaling is present for different values of δ c . From Fig. 3 we can also see that the effects of the critical collapse are highly parameter dependent, and hence can not be treated by a constant rescaling or a constant shift if proper comparison to observations is to be made. 
C. Axion-like Curvaton Inflation
A curvaton [78, 79] is an extra field present during inflation. By decaying into standard model particles, its fluctuations can produce the curvature perturbations observed for instance in the CMB. These perturbations can of course also lead to production of primordial black holes.
In [35, 80] a curvaton model with an axion-like curvaton, i.e. a curvaton moving in an axion-like or natural inflation type potential, is described in order to produce primordial black holes, and this is the model that we will analyse further here. This model was originally described in [81] , where the axion-like model is built into a supersymmetric framework, wherein the inflaton φ is the modulus, and the curvaton χ is related to the phase θ of a complex superfield Φ. In practice the inflaton rolls down a potential of the form
where H is the Hubble rate and λ is a parameter of the theory which is derived from combinations of parameters in the supergravity theory. Because of its large mass, the inflaton rolls fast towards its minimum φ min . Only after this time the curvaton is well-defined as χ = φ min θ ∼ f θ and becomes the primary degree of freedom of the superfield. The curvaton is assumed to move in an axion-like potential similar to that of natural inflation [82] 
where the last equality holds when χ is close to χ min = 0 and the curvaton mass is m χ = Λ 2 /f . The particular shape of this potential, which is one preserving the shift symmetry peculiar to axions, is what makes this curvaton axion-like.
The power spectrum of primordial perturbations is generated by the combined perturbations from inflatons and curvatons,
The inflaton term is dominant on large scales (small k), and the second on small scales (large k). The inflaton perturbation is assumed to yield a near scale-invariant spectrum with P ζ,inf (k) 2 × 10 −9 , in accordance with CMB observations such as WMAP [60] and Planck [55, 61] . This contribution should dominate up to at least k ∼ 1 Mpc −1 . We define the crossing scale k c to be the scale at which curvaton and inflaton contributions to the power spectrum are equal. In addition, the scale k f is the scale at which the inflaton reaches its minimum φ min ∼ f and the curvaton becomes well-defined. M c and M f are the horizon masses when these scales cross the horizon, respectively. Primordial black holes can not form before these horizon-crossing times, because the perturbations are too small when M H > M c , and because no curvaton perturbations exist for M H > M f . M f can be found explicitly from the parameters of the theory and has the value M f ≈ 10 13−12/(nχ−1)
where g f is the number of radiative effective degrees of freedom at the scale k f . Throughout our consideration we will follow [35] and assume k c = 1 Mpc −1 and g f = 100.
Primordial black holes can not form from the density perturbations due to the inflaton, as these are constrained by the CMB observations. In contrast, when the curvaton power spectrum becomes dominant, it can have much larger power while still evading the bounds, producing large black holes. However the curvaton perturbations are assumed not to collapse to form primordial black holes before it has decayed to standard-model particles. Hence it can only form primordial black holes of a minimum mass M min corresponding to black holes produced at its decay time and later. The exact value for the decay time and hence the minimum mass M min is not known, but it should be smaller than the horizon mass at the time of big bang nucleosynthesis 10 38 g in order not to interfere with this process and smaller than M f to yield any primordial black-hole production. In [35] M min /M f = 10 −8 , 10 −3 is considered, hence we will do the same here.
It can be shown that the variance of the density power spectrum due to the curvaton perturbations in this model with an axion-like curvaton reads [35] :
for horizon mass M H > M min . For M H smaller than this value we assume the curvaton power spectrum which can transform into primordial black holes to be equal to zero. Due to inhomogeneities of the curvaton decay, this is not strictly true, however, as in [35] we will take this to be a reasonable approximation. The curvaton spectral index
is controlled by the parameter λ. By setting λ ∈ (1, 9/4] we can obtain a sufficiently blue power spectrum of curvature perturbations for the curvaton in order to produce primordial black holes at scales smaller than those constrained by the CMB. The minimum mass M min which is defined by the decay time of the curvaton, protects the model from overproducing primordial black holes at very small scales in spite of the blue power spectrum. The functions γ and E 1 are given by
which are the lower incomplete gamma function and the exponential integral respectively. To illustrate the effects of critical collapse to the primordial black-hole production in this model we have chosen to consider models with the parameters λ = 1.2, 2.1 and M min /M f = 10 −8 , 10 −3 . The overall normalisation P ζ,curv (k f ) has been chosen in the range 10 −3 -10 −2 so as to produce a significant amount of black holes at the time of matterradiation equality. This is done so that the primordial black holes can be the main contributor to dark matter today. The same is done in [35] to show that the axion-like curvaton can produce primordial black holes to serve as dark matter. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The solid lines are the results obtained when considering all the primordial black holes to be produced at horizon size. In this case all spectra produce a very sharp cutoff determined by the absolute value of M min in each case. The subsequent decline is determined by the other parameters of the theory, but all cases that produce black holes that can make up the dominant part of the dark matter show quite narrow peaks. When the critical scaling Eq. (2) is taken into account, the spectrum is widened, the peak is lowered and shifted towards lower values of the primordial black-hole mass. 
The dashed curves have the same respective parameters, but assume critical collapse according to Eq. (2).
D. First-Order Phase Transitions
Primordial black-hole production during first-order phase transitions were first suggested in [83] and then revisited in [84] . The amplicification of density perturbation due to the vanishing of the speed of sound during this transition was considered in detail for the QCD phase transition in [85] and further developed to consider primordial black hole production specifically in [86] . A semi-analytic application to consider primordial black hole production in the QCD phase transition was made in [87] . A numerical investigation of the critical collapse of these was made by Niemeyer and Jedamzik [36] , and shown to yield rather different results then what is found for primordial black hole production due to a peak in the power spectrum as was the case for the other models considered in this paper.
Regardless of whether critical or horizon mass collapse is considered, the threshold value δ c for collapse is significantly lowered during the first-order phase transition. In a regular radiation dominated scenario, the collapse of an overdensity to form a primordial black hole is counteracted by the radiation pressure of the fluid when the density δ < δ c 0.45. During a first-order phase transition, however, two phases of fluids such as for instance quark-gluon plasma and hadrons coexist, and during this transition the expansion of the Universe can proceed at constant temperature by converting quark-gluon plasma to hadrons. Since the temperature is constant, the sound speed vanishes and hence the effective pressure that would otherwise slow down or prohibit the collapse of an overdensity is reduced. This then lowers the threshold value δ c for collapse possibly as much as to δ c 0.15 − 0.2 [36, 87] . These numbers were not obtained in the most updated numerical treatments of critical collapse, as these have not been applied to the first order phase transition scenario, though the lowering of the threshold should be generic. Therefore we choose to consider a range of different values of the threshold δ c during the phase transition ranging from the usual background value δ c = 0.45 and down to the value δ c = 0.2 indicated in [36, 87] . Furthermore, since the dynamics of the background changes, the scaling exponent γ also changes with peak values above γ 2, depending on the dynamics of the transition (cf. Ref. [36] ).
As the precise phase-transition dynamics is still unknown to a large degree, and since the main purpose of this work is to demonstrate the importance of critical scaling, we stick to a rather simple model for the changes of γ →γ(M ) and δ c →δ c (M ). We assume a first-order phase transition at the QCD energy scale T QCD 155 MeV [88] , which implies a horizon mass of
. For its duration we will assume one Hubble time, and use the extremely simplified ad hoc scalings
andδ
which is chosen in order to account for the results of [36] (cf. Fig. 4 therein) . However, we stress that, due to the large uncertainty on the form ofδ c (M ), we regard the form of (24b) as an approximate model to the actual change of the exponent γ during the phase transition. Above, γ max denotes the maximum value whichγ is assumed to take, and ∆ c is a constant shift which parametrises deviations with respect to its chosen base value of δ c = 0.45. As the physics of primordial black-hole formation through the QCD phase transition is not yet fully understood, we leave ∆ c as a free parameter which we vary in our subsequent study. Figure 5 shows both of the above functions as a function of horizon mass in units of solar mass (cf. figure caption for details on the parameters). We again stress that our aim is to demonstrate the effect of critical scaling, irrespective of whether the underlying model is the most realistic. Though the collapse process is much more effective during the first-order QCD transition, the enhancement is not strong enough to produce primordial black holes from inflationary perturbations of a plain non-running red-tilted spectrum [85, 86] . Therefore we use a running-mass model as described in Sec. III A, which would otherwise not produce primordial black holes, but which has an increase in the density power spectrum for the scales that cross horizon during the QCD phase transition.
In Fig. 6 we show the ratio β at the time of matter-radiation equality, where we used an underlying running-mass inflation model which does not produce primordial black holes above β ∼ 10 −6 . The dashed lines depict the influence of critical collapse. Again we observe both a shift towards lower masses as well as a broadening with respect to the horizon-mass case. Due to the narrow-peaked nature of the black-hole production during the phase transition, plus the strong increase of γ at this time, the effect of critical collapse is more pronounced then in any other of the three previously studied inflationary generated scenarios. As mentioned earlier the precise values for γ and δ c are not very well established as they were only computed with relatively limited computing power. If primordial black hole production from a first-order phase transition is to be studied in a more realistic scenario, better knowledge of the scaling and collapse behaviour during such a transition is required.
IV. SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
In this paper we have studied the formation of primordial black holes in several models of the early Universe. Specifically we have studied viable models which may produce primordial black holes in quantities comparable to the current dark matter abundance. In the literature such primordial black hole production have generally been approximated to yield black holes of horizon size at the time of formation. However, it was found and subsequently confirmed in several thorough numerical works that the primordial black holes are formed through critical collapse [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The critical collapse leads to a spectrum for the formation of primordial black holes at any time which follows the scaling law Eq. (1), which leads to a peak of the mass spectrum at masses sometimes considerably smaller than the horizon mass.
Though the scaling law (in the context of primordial black holes) has been known for more than fifteen years, initial studies of its effects [30, 31] have been interpreted to mean that this effect is too small to have bearing and that the horizon mass approximation is still good.
7 However, this study, which has gone through many of the prime candidates for viable primordial black-hole production which are not yet excluded by observations, show that this is not necessarily true anymore. The present constraints [14] on the mass distribution of primordial black holes, can be extremely tight for very specific mass ranges, but very loose for mass ranges very close to them. Hence a shift in mass distribution, lowering of peak value and widening of the distribution, as we have shown here for the various models in Figs. 2, 3 , 4, and 6 could mean the difference between exclusion or continued viability for a specific model. Even in mass regimes with less sharp boundaries between constrained and unconstrained mass ranges, we have shown that the changes to the mass distributions can be large, yielding alterations in the predictions of any such model. Since the shift and rescaling is also clearly model dependent, a constant shift to account for this as implemented in [14, 67] is reasonable when predicting constraints for the whole mass range, but not enough when considering the viability of any particular model.
The model parameters that we have chosen to consider here might not be entirely realistic, however, they are all more or less in accordance with models that we found in considerations done in the literature. Apart from (p)reheating models, we have also covered what we consider to be a representative set of models for primordial blackhole production. For future work, treatment of both more realistic parameters and (p)reheating models is of course possible. A better understanding of the collapse process and parameters during first-order phase transitions would also be important for a full treatment of these phenomena. Regardless of this we consider our results as fairly general and therefore suggest that the critical-collapse scaling should be taken into account when considering primordial black hole production in the future.
In addition to this main result, we note that when primordial black holes from running-mass inflation, the inclusion of first-and second-order running is not sufficient to yield viable production, as this leads to potentially unfeasibly large production of very light primordial black holes as can be seen from Fig. 1 . These are highly constrained by observations and hence theories that go only to this order are automatically ruled out. When the third-order running is included, this pathology can be avoided as shown in Fig. 2 . This was not considered in the original treatment [35] where the focus was only on the production of sufficient amounts of primordial black holes at a certain high/intermediate mass. However, such a third-order running constitutes one additional term in the expansion of the power spectrum, and hence noticing the mentioned pathologies brings us one step closer to unveiling the true inflationary dynamics.
